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Traction Factory
Growth necessitated the move for Traction Factory, LLC to the newly-renovated 1920’s era building in Milwaukee’s
Historic Walker’s Point District, with the innovative space expected to provide forward-fueling creative momentum.
For the past 7 years, building strong images for clients has fueled Traction Factory’s success, furthering a need for
the new office to reflect their own creative identity while including modern amenities for their employees and
guests. With a nod to the building’s post-turn-of-the-century foundation, the stunning results embrace the workmanlike industrial origins further enhancing it with new and complimentary finishes, while adding modern features
like a conference room framed by garage doors that open to an event space featuring a pool table.

“

We needed a partner who was going to be as particular as we were as we worked to make the final
details in the new space “kick-ass”. From the five types of seating to the storage solutions to the one-off
lounge furniture, the CDI team worked with us to make the space a comfortable, inspiring and workmanlike creative environment.
Scott Bucher - Business Development Specialist/President, Traction Factory, LLC

”

D E S I G N D E TA I L S

A rich, dark palette of natural materials serve as the foundation to this dynamic space. Reclaimed wood desks with custom-iron bases were made by local craftsmen. CDI complimented
the raw finishes with multiple seating selections perfectly suited for each area, styles that reflect
unique and modern craftsmanship, with ergonomic function offering personal adjustments for
various work styles.
Distressed leather club chairs provide unexpected comfort, without abandoning the building’s
working roots, offering a comfortable spot for informal meetings or to catch up on emails. Industrial-style stools scatter throughout the public areas for quick touch downs or perching for
a quick coffee break. Brightly accented cushion-top pedestal files provide purpose, while also
adding both a burst of energy and creative stamp on the impressive headquarters.

PROJECT INFORMATION
Location: Milwaukee, WI
Project Team: Plunkett Raysich Architects, LLP, Scathain, LLC &
Kelly Hamilton: Corporate Design Interiors, LLC-Interior Designer
Size: 10,000 sq ft
Featured Products: Kimball: Footprint
The Senator Group: Tonina & Circo Seating,
SitOnIt: Wit Seating Eurotech: Europa Seating
Amisco: Lauren Seating Restoration Hardware: Lounge Seating
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